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Abstract. A formulation of Saint-Venant's principle within the context of a re-
stricted theory of nonlinear plane elasticity is described. The theory assumes small
displacement gradients while the stress-strain relations are nonlinear. We consider
plane deformations of such an elastic material occupying a rectangular region. The
lateral sides are traction-free while the far end is subjected to a uniformly distributed
tensile traction x > 0. The near end is subjected to a prescribed normal and shear
traction. If this end loading were also that of uniform tension, then one possible
corresponding stress state throughout the rectangle is that of uniform tension. When
the near end loading is not uniform, the resulting stress field is expected to approach
a uniform tensile state with increasing distance from the near end. This result is
established here using differential inequality techniques for quadratic functionals.
It is shown that, under certain constitutive assumptions, an energy-like quadratic
functional, defined on the difference between the deformation field and the uniform
tensile state, decays exponentially with distance from the near end. The estimated
decay rate (which is a lower bound on the actual rate of decay) is characterized in
terms of the load level x , the domain geometry, and material properties. The results
predict a progressively slower decay of end effects with increasing load level x . The
mathematical issues of concern involve spatial decay of solutions of a fourth-order
nonlinear elliptic partial differential equation.

1. Introduction. The formulation and analysis of Saint-Venant's principle in fi-
nite elastostatics continues to attract attention. A version of Saint-Venant's principle
within the framework of finite antiplane shear—the simplest possible setting within
the theory of finite elasticity—was established in [1], As was discussed in [1], the
issues of concern in connection with Saint-Venant's principle in the nonlinear theory
of elasticity are considerably more involved than those arising in the linearized the-
ory. (For a survey of results on Saint-Venant's principle, primarily for the linearized
theory, see, e.g., [2-5].) One difficulty is that the appropriate Saint-Venant solutions
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need to be carefully characterized (see, e.g., [6-13] and the references cited therein).
Secondly, in the absence of superposition, consideration of self-equilibrated end loads
is no longer sufficient. Furthermore, instabilities may have to be taken into account.
Also the decay rate for end effects, even if exponential, might depend on the overall
loading as well as on geometry and material characteristics. Several of these issues
have been considered in studies in the nonlinear elasticity context [1, 14-27, 42]
as well as in investigations of spatial decay of solutions of nonlinear elliptic partial
differential equations [28-39], The latter results may also be viewed as giving rise to
principles of Phragmen-Lindelof type.

The mathematical issues considered in [1] are concerned with the spatial decay
of solutions of a Neumann boundary-value problem for a second-order quasilinear
elliptic partial differential equation on a two-dimensional semi-infinite strip. The
physical problem is that of finite antiplane shear of an isotropic nonlinearly elastic
cylinder with a semi-infinite strip as cross-section. The long sides of the strip are
traction free, while the near end is subjected to a prescribed shear traction. At infin-
ity in the strip, the displacement is that of a simple shear with constant shear stress r
equal to the average shear stress generated at the near end. An estimate for the rate
of exponential decay of stresses to this constant average value with distance from
the end was obtained in [1], The decay rate, which depends on the strip width and
the strain-energy density of the material (as in the linear case), was also shown to be
dependent on the overall loading of the strip, measured by r . The special case r = 0
corresponds to the situation where the near end loading is self-equilibrated. This is
the only case of interest in linearized elasticity. The results of [1] were obtained using
arguments based on comparison (or maximum) principles for second-order quasilin-
ear elliptic partial differential equations. An analog of the problem considered in [1]
for a rectangular domain was investigated recently by the present authors [26] using
an energy approach. Such methods, establishing the decay of certain quadratic func-
tional (i.e., functions of Lyapunov type) with distance from the loaded boundary,
have been extensively used in investigations of Saint-Venant's principle (see, e.g.,
[2-5]). This approach is widely applicable in contrast to arguments based on the
maximum principle which are generally limited to second-order problems (see, e.g.,
[33]).

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate similar issues in the context of
a restricted theory of nonlinear plane elasticity. It is assumed that the displacement
gradients are small so that the classical linearized strain measures are used while
the stress-strain relations are nonlinear (such approximate theories have been widely
used, for example, in plasticity theory). A Saint-Venant principle for another ap-
proximate theory of nonlinear two-dimensional elasticity has also been investigated
recently by Breuer and Roseman [15], following on earlier work of Roseman [42],
See also [19, 21] for a treatment of Saint-Venant end effects within the theory of
small deformations superimposed on large. In Sees. 2, 3 we formulate the boundary-
value problem to be studied. We consider plane deformations of an elastic material
occupying a rectangular region. The lateral sides are traction-free while the far end is
subjected to a uniformly distributed tensile traction r > 0 . The near end is subjected
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to a prescribed normal and shear traction. If this end loading were also that of uni-
form tension, then one possible corresponding stress state throughout the rectangle is
that of uniform tension throughout. When the near end loading is not uniform, the
resulting stress field is expected to approach a uniform tensile state with increasing
distance from the near end, and this is the issue investigated here. It is convenient
to formulate the basic problem using an Airy stress function approach. This for-
mulation is described in Sec. 2 together with constitutive equations relating stresses
and linearized strains. This leads, in Sees. 2, 3, to a boundary value problem for a
single fourth-order nonlinear partial differential equation. The main results of the
paper are established in Sec. 4. It is shown there that, under certain constitutive as-
sumptions, an energy-like quadratic functional, defined on the difference between the
deformation field and the uniform tensile state, decays exponentially with distance
from the near end. The estimated decay rate (which is a lower bound for the actual
rate of exponential decay) is characterized in terms of the load level r, the domain
geometry, and material properties. In Sec. 5 an illustrative example is considered
and the special case of self-equilibrated loading (t = 0) is examined. For the class
of materials considered in this paper, results similar to those obtained in [1, 26] for
hardening materials in antiplane shear are obtained. In particular, the results pre-
dict a progressively slower decay of end effects with increasing load level x . Some
extensions of the main results are briefly outlined in Sec. 6.

2. Plane deformation of a rectangular region. We are concerned with plane defor-
mations of an elastic material occupying the rectangular region R = {(xt, x,)|0 <
x, < /, 0 < x2 < hj , / » h , where (x, , x2) are rectangular Cartesian coordinates.
The long sides of the rectangle are traction-free, the far end x, = / is subjected to
a uniformly distributed tensile stress x > 0 while the end x, = 0 is subjected to
a prescribed normal and shear traction. Thus, denoting the stress components by
rafi(xi > x2), where xafj = xpa , we have

t12(x, , 0) = t22(x, , 0) = 0, t12(Xj , h) - t22(x,, h) = 0, 0 < x, < I,

(2.1)
xu(l,x2) = x, r12(/,x2) = 0, 0 <x2<h, (2.2)
th(0 , x2) = /(x2), r12(0 ,x2) = g(x2), 0 <x2<h, (2.3)

where the given constant x is nonnegative and the prescribed functions f, g are
continuous on [0, h] and, to ensure continuity of shear tractions on the boundary,
it is assumed that

g(0) = g{h) = 0. (2.4)
The equilibrium equations, in the absence of body forces, are

T*p,p = ° inR■ (2-5)

The usual Cartesian tensor notation is used here and henceforth, with a repeated
Greek subscript indicating summation from 1 to 2 and a subscript preceded by a
comma denoting partial differentiation with respect to the corresponding coordi-
nate. Equilibrium, together with the boundary conditions (2.1)—(2.3), require that
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the boundary data /, g satisfy the conditions

rh rh

[ f{x2)dx2 = rh, [ x2f(x2)dx2 = xh2/2, (2.6)
J o J o/o Jo

rh
g(x2) dx2 - 0. (2.7)fJo

If f(x2) were constant on [0, h] (and thus by (2.6), / = r) and g = 0 on [0, h]
then (2.6), (2.7) would clearly be satisfied and the state of uniform tension

t,, = t, t22 = 0, t12 = 0 on/?, (2.8)

would satisfy the equilibrium equations (2.5) and the boundary conditions (2.1)-
(2.3). When / is not constant, one anticipates that the actual stress field might
approach the state of uniform tension (2.8) as x, increases. The principle of Saint-
Venant type established here quantifies this expectation. We note that when r = 0,
so that by (2.2) the far end of the rectangle is traction-free, the conditions (2.6),
(2.7) express the fact that the loads on the near end must be self-equilibrated. By
superposition, this is the situation of interest in the linearized theory (see, e.g., [2]).

The equilibrium equations (2.5), together with the boundary conditions (2.1)-
(2.3), do not constitute a complete statement of a boundary-value problem in two-
dimensional elasticity for the stresses rap . We have three unknown stresses zn/j
and two equations in (2.5). The third differential equation arises from constitutive
and compatibility considerations. In what follows we describe a formulation of the
boundary-value problem of concern in terms of a single stress function. First we
introduce an Airy stress function <f>(x, , x2) in terms of which the stresses are given
by

t1I=0,22' ^22 = ^. 11 ' T12 = — 12 ' (2-9)

Equations (2.5) are then seen to be automatically satisfied, assuming that <f) is suffi-
ciently smooth to allow for interchange of orders of partial differentiation.

In the linearized theory of elasticity, the linearized strains are given by

et»p = 2 (2.10)

where ua(xl,x2) are the components of displacement. The strains en^ given by
(2.10) must satisfy the compatibility condition

^11 , 22 ^22 , 1 I — 2 , 12 = (2-11)

For a homogeneous isotropic linearly elastic solid, the in-plane stresses Tn/j and
strains e<t/j in plane strain are related by

= (2-12)

where E and u are elastic constants. Substituting (2.9) in (2.12) and then in (2.11),
one arrives at the familiar biharmonic equation of the linearized theory.

The nonlinear constitutive model of concern in what follows also involves the
linearized strains (2.10). To motivate our considerations below, consider first the
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stress-strain relation given by

eaP = y/afi + ^ ' (2*13)

where E and u are elastic constants, and H(q2) > 0. The third term in (2.13) may
be considered as a nonlinear correction to the linearized relation (2.12). Constitutive
models of this type are widely used in plasticity theory. Substituting (2.9) in (2.13)
and then in (2.11), one finds that </> must satisfy the fourth-order nonlinear partial
differential equation

= 0 ini?' <2"14)

where
p(q2) = 1 +H(q2), q2 = 4>^M- (2.15)

In the foregoing, the function H is assumed to be a sufficiently smooth function of
its indicated argument. When H — 0 in (2.15), we have p — 1 and (2.14) reduces
to the biharmonic equation.

A more general model than (2.13) for a homogeneous isotropic elastic material
also gives rise to the partial differential equation (2.14). In this model, we assume

2 2the existence of a strain-energy density function W = W(e ) (e = ea/3ea/3), for
which

(2.16)

so that

de Rap

^B = 2WeaB, (2.17)afi aft '■

where the prime on W denotes a derivative with respect to its argument. Substituting
(2.9) in (2.17) and then in (2.11), we find that <\> must satisfy the equation

[^vya/,u = 0. (2.18)
Since (2.17), (2.9) imply that

4e2[W'(e2)]2 = cj> aftcj>tap = q2, (2.19)

we obtain, on assuming the invertibility of (2.19), that for some function

e1 = 9r(q2). (2.20)

Equation (2.18) has precisely the form of (2.14), on setting

p{q2) = [W\^(q1))]-\ (2.21)

The fourth-order nonlinear partial differential equation (2.14) has thus been shown
to arise in two different constitutive settings. While these are subject to the limita-
tion of small displacement gradients, the formulation of the present problem (and
indeed the general plane problem) in terms of a single function cf> satisfying (2.14),
rather than in terms of three stresses satisfying a coupled system of partial differential
equations, is of mathematical interest.
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It remains to express the boundary conditions (2.1)—(2.3) in terms of <f>(xl, x2).
On using (2.9), these boundary conditions can be written in terms of second deriva-
tives of $. They can be integrated once and assuming continuity of </> a on the
boundary, can be shown (with the aid of (2.6) , , (2.7)) to reduce to

01(x,,O) = O, 0 2(x,,O) = O, ,(x, , h) = 0, (f>tl{xl,h) = Th,
0 <x,</, (2.22)

(j> , (/, x2) = 0, <t> 2(l, x2) = tx2 , 0 < x2 < h , (2.23)

<p2{0,x2)=[ f(s)ds, <p ,(0, x2) = — [ g(s)ds, 0 < x-, < /z.(2.24)
Jo ' J 0

On integrating (2.22)-(2.24) once more and assuming continuity of cf> on the bound-
ary, it can be shown, with the aid of (2.6) 2, that one obtains

0(x,, 0) = 0, <f> 2(x,, 0) = 0, 0 < x, < /, (2.25)

<f>(xi, h) = t/z2/2 , (f> 2(x,, h) = ih , 0 < x, < /, (2.26)

</>(/, x2) = tXj/2 , (j) j (/, x2) = 0, 0 <x2<h, (2.27)
0(0, x2) = F{x2), 4> ,(0, x2) = G(x2), 0 <x2<h, (2.28)

where the prescribed functions F , G are given by

F(X2 ) = f {j0 ^dS} d'' G^ = ~j0 8^dS' ^'29^

By virtue of (2.6), (2.7), it is seen that F and G must satisfy

F( 0) = 0, F(h) = rh2/2, f'( 0) = 0, F\h) = th, (2.30)
<7(0) = 0. G(/z) = 0. (2.31)

We observe that if /(x2) were constant on [0, /?] (so that / = t) and g = 0 on
[0, h], we then would have F = tx2/2 , (7 = 0, and the state of uniform tension
(2.8) would correspond to

0(X, , X2) = tx2/2 . (2.32)
It is readily verified that 4> given by (2.32) would satisfy the differential equation
(2.14) and the boundary conditions (2.25)-(2.28). When / is not constant, we expect
the solution of (2.14), (2.25)—(2.28) to approach (2.32) as x, increases.

3. Statement of the boundary-value problem. The problem of plane deformations
of the rectangular region R under tensile loading has been shown to reduce to
a boundary-value problem for the fourth-order partial differential equation (2.14),
which for convenience is restated here. We are concerned with solutions (p{x] x2)
of the equation

in*< (3.1)

where
I2 = (t>,y6(t).yS> (3-2)
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subject to the boundary conditions

</>(x,,0) = 0, 4> 2(xi > 0) = 0, 0<Xj</, (3.3)

</>(*!, h) = xh2/2, (f> 2(x,, h) = t/z , 0<x,</, (3.4)

0(/, x2) = tx2/2, (pl(l,x2)-0, 0 < X., < h, (3.5)
0(0 ,x2) = F(x2), 0 ,(0, x2) = G(x2), 0 <x2<h. (3.6)

The prescribed functions F , G are such that

F(0) = 0, F{h) = zh2/2, F\0) = 0, F\h) = xh, (3.7)
(7(0) = 0, G{h) = 0. (3.8)

We assume the existence of solutions </>(x,, x2) of (3.1)—(3.8) that are four times
continuously differentiable in the interior of R and twice continuously differentiate
on its boundary.

4. Decay estimates for a quadratic functional. In this section, we establish our main
decay estimate for solutions of (3.1)—(3.8). It is shown that the quadratic functional

E{z)= f [p(q2) +p(T2)]y/ njjy/ aljdA (q2 = <p a/j 0 n/}) (4.1)
J R_

contained in the subdomain R_ = {(x,, x2)|0 < z < x{ < 1, 0 < x2 < h) decays
exponentially in z , where the function y/{xx, x2) is defined by

y/{x], x2) = 0(Xj, x2) - tx2/2. (4.2)

Thus E(z) can be viewed as a "weighted energy" associated with the difference
between , x2) and the state of uniform tension (2.32).

The hypotheses that we make concerning p are as follows. It is assumed that
there exist positive constants m and M, and a nonnegative constant K such that,
for all solutions of (3.1)—(3.8) we have

0 <m<p<M + K(pq2)l~S, q2 = cf> a/j , (4.3)

where S is a constant such that
0 < <5 < 1. (4.4)

Furthermore, it is assumed that for a fixed value of the argument s and for arbitrary
values of t

-[Pis2)-P(t2)]{s~-tl) < °[p(s~) + P{t2)](s~t)2 f°r some function a{t) < 1. (4.5)

Assumption (4.3) provides a restriction on the behavior of p for small and large
values of q~. Without some such restrictions, one would not expect exponential
decay of y/(x,, x2) defined by (4.2). If p were a bounded function of its arguments,
then K in (4.3) could be taken to be zero. A function p for which (4.3) holds is

p = 1 + q2. (4.6)
In this case, we may take m = 1 , M — 1 , A' = 1 , and 8 = \ . The function a(t)
in the hypothesis (4.5) can be taken to be zero when p is a monotone nondecreasing
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function of its argument since the left-hand side of (4.5) is then always nonpositive.
Thus, in particular, when p is given by (4.6), we may take o{t) = 0. It should be
noted that (4.3), (4.5) do not imply that Eq. (3.1) is elliptic, although this is the case
of primary interest.

We now proceed to establish our main result, namely that

E{z) < Kle~2kz, 0 <z<l. (4.7)

Here
k = k*(z)/h (4.8)

is a function of x (to be determined) which depends on the strain-energy density.
We call 2k the estimated rate of energy decay; it provides a lower bound for the
actual rate of decay. The constant

K{ = Kx {Eq , m, M, K, d, a) (4.9)

depends on the quantity E0 = E(0), which is the total energy contained in the
rectangle R . It is shown in Appendix B how an upper bound for in terms of
geometry, boundary data, and strain-energy density of the material may be obtained.

To establish (4.7), we first derive the integro-differential inequality

rl
E + y J E{s) ds < A{-E' + yE) + B{-E' + yE) , (4.10)

where A, B, and y are positive constants, and the prime denotes differentiation
with respect to z . Inequality (4.10) will be shown to hold when the constant K in
(4.3) is positive. The result (4.7) is then obtained on integration of (4.10). When
K = 0, the result (4.7) will be derived in a different way.

Denoting by L_ the line segment x{ = z, 0 < x2 < h , we find, with the help of
the divergence theorem and (3.3)—(3.5), (4.2), that

E{z) = - Jl ip(q2) + p(?2)W,inv,adx2 + fL {[p(q2) + p{*2)]v,m}</i¥dx2

+ f {[p{Q2) + p{-c2)]v,afi},apVdA. (4.11)
Jr.

On using the differential equation (3.1), (4.2), and the divergence theorem together
with (3.3)—(3.5), we may write (4.11) as

E{z) == - JL [p(q2)<P, la - P^2)v ,ndx2 + JL [p^2)^ ,\D - p(*2)v AP\jVdx2

+ j[ [p{Q2) + P(t2)]^ apV apdA - i f \p{q2)-p{T2)]{q2-T2)dA,
J R, J R

(4.12)
where we have introduced the notation

v{x., x2) = tXj/2 = v{x2). (4.13)
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Employing the hypothesis (4.5) with s = q, t = r to obtain an upper bound for the
last integral on the right in (4.12), we then find

E{z) < - I [p(Q2)4> 1o - p{r2)v x \yt dx,
z '

~ p{T2)v ^] Jjy/dx2 + E{z)/2

+ ((7/2)/ [p(q2) + p{T2)](q-T)2dA, (4.14)
Jr

where the definition (4.1) has also been used. Now

(4.15)
\q-x\ = {q2 - 2rq + t2)1/2 < (f o/rfa/! -2vo/>fa/r + v apvq/?)1/2 = (^a/}^a/J)1/2

by virtue of the facts that
2 1/2 1/2

T =V,afiV,ar *9 = iv ,«ftV ,ap) W ,yg) ^V,aP<t>,ati ■ (4*16)
Recalling (4.1), (4.13), we thus find from (4.14) that

E{z){ 1 - a)/2 < - L P^1)(t),la^,acbc2 + Jl [P(92)4>tifi],fi^dx2- (4-17)

An integration of (4.17) leads to

J^E(s)ds<- p{q2)(t>lai//adA + J^[p{q2)(l)ip]l}i//dA, (4.18)

which can be written as

(~2~) E{s)ds<- p(q2)(p ny/dx2 - 2 p{q2)<f> Uiiy adA, (4.19)

on using the divergence theorem and the boundary conditions (3.3)—(3.5) together
with (4.2). From (4.19) we obtain

1 - a I dx2j E(s) ds < p(q2)\(f> u\\ij/\

+ 2 f p(q2M lact>t la]l/2[VtflVtfi]l,2dA
J r,

= JX+ 2 J2. (4.20)

The hypothesis (4.3) is now used to obtain upper bounds for the integrals and
J2 in terms of E(z) and E\z). We find, in fact, that

J2 < [M + K(pq2)l-S]l/2pl/2(<f>,laf J1/2(yjVJ^dA (4.21)

< m1'2 JR ̂  jV ,p)1'2 dA

+ K"2 )r (pq2f-S)l2pll\j>, XJ,J'2W^J'2 dA. (4.22)
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Using (4.2) we now note that

and so

(PQ2)'/2 < (ZpV^pV^fi)112 + (2PrY2, (4.23)

(pq2){l'S)/2 < [(2pip n/jip np)X'2 + (2/?t2)1/2]'~<>

<(2p^a^J^2 + (2prY-S)'2. (4.24)
Also, from (4.2), we see that

f lafla = V,\aV,\a^ V,afiV,afi " (4"25)
Employing (4.24) and (4.25) in (4.22) we obtain

J2 < M1/2 / (PV,iaV,Jll2(V,iiV.ii)ll2dA

+ (2* Sr^/2Jr (PV.npV,«/?)' SI2(V,?V,y)112 dA

Jr laf+ (21_<5A")I/V~<5 ' '"IJ' A ^'2<  \1/2i1"'5

= MI/2/j + (2l~SK)1'212 + (2I_^A')1/2tI~'5/3 , (4.26)

where p = p(q ). By virtue of Schwarz's inequality,

/, < {jR PVAaVAndA\ . (4.27)

Now the boundary conditions (3.3), (3.4) and the definition (4.2) imply that

y j = 0, y 2 = 0 at .x2 = 0, /?, 0 < x, < /. (4.28)

Thus, by Wirtinger's inequality, we have

J v.nv.p. dx1 > A, L ip pip pdx2, (4.29)

where
A, =7z2lh2. (4.30)

On insertion of (4.29) in (4.27) and recalling from (4.3) that p > m , we find that

/, < (A,m)_1/2 ^ pip i(tip UldA\ (jRPV,2pV,2pdA) (4J1)

<2~\k\m)~XI2{jR PV.,,^.' (4-32)

where the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality has been used to obtain (4.32) from
(4.31). Recalling the definition of E(z) from (4.1), we write (4.32) as

/, <2-\X]mfl,2E(z). (4.33)
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To obtain an upper bound for I2, we employ the Holder inequality

I f'T d g,T • <->
with the choice /= (py/ a/jy/ a/j)1 6,2 , g = (WtYWt7)i/2 , P = (1 —<5/2) 1 , q = 2/d ,
and so find that

\-S/2 / x 6/2

h< fR PV.afiV.afiMj {fR(V,yV,?)l/ddAj . (4.35)

Since y — 0 on three sides of the rectangle R_ by virtue of (4.2) and the
boundary conditions (3.3)—(3.5), we have a Sobolev inequality

16
jR(WyVJ'5dA 0<S<1, (4.36)

where a Sobolev constant fl(l/5) can be found (see Appendix A) explicitly in terms
of S and h . On employing (4.36) in (4.35), and using p > m , we deduce that

I2<{Qmyl,2E{zf~S)/2. (4.37)

To obtain an upper bound for /3, we make use of Holder's inequality and the
inequality (see, e.g., [40, p. 37])

to get

abl S<sa + (\~s)b (a,b> 0, 0<s<l), (4.38)

j
«■ («9)

1/2 1/2where a is an arbitrary positive constant. Choose / = p(<j> ln<j) lft) {V/jVp)
and g = p^2((f> ,„</> i7)'^2(v ^ ^)^2 in (4.39). Thus we find that

J
/3 < a( 1 - S)J2 (\_s)/s I]

a "
SE(z)

<a(l SVi+2a(X-6)/6{^m)M2 ' (4"4°)

where (4.33) has been used to obtain the final inequality in (4.40). On using (4.40),
(4.37), and (4.33) in (4.26), we get

[1 — a( 1 — <5)(21 ''a:)172!1 S]J2 < m"2 + ^ (2 s)
(I-<5)/<5a

n -l/2E(z(A./m) 2

The choice

+ (21 SK)l,2(Qm) l,2E{zf S)'2. (4.41)

a = [2(1 -<S)t' a(2* ^)'/2] ' (4.42)
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in (4.41) yields the upper bound

J2 < (A,m)"'/2[M1/2 + (21"'5^)1/2^t1"'5{2(1 - 8)x~d(2X~SK)i,2}{l~d)IS]E(z)

+ 2(2 ]~S K)l/2(nmfll2E{z){3~S)/2. (4.43)

Similar arguments are used to find an upper bound for defined in (4.20). Thus
on employing (4.3) we find that

/,< [ [M + K(pq2)1 d]l/2pi/2\4> n\W\dx2
JL._

pm\<t> n\\v\dx2 + {2X-dK)ll2j^

(4.44)

< Af'/2 I pl/2\<l)Al\\i//\cbc2 + (2l SK)l/2 I (pq2f S)/2pU2\(p u\\y\dx2.

We now use (4.24), (4.25) in (4.44) and the fact that \<f> ,,| = (cf> n<j> n)'/2 =
(^,ii^,ii)'/2 ^ (V,Qit0 8et

J{<Ml/2J^ pi/2\(j)tU\\v\cbc2 + (21 SK)]/2 J^{py/a/jy/ S)l2\\j/\dx2

+ (21 SK)1,2t ' ' J [P\<t>,nlkl]' S[pX'2\<l>,u\WWS dx2
= Ml,2I4 + {21 SK)i,2I5 + {21 5K)y2T^ SI6. (4.45)

By Schwarz's inequality
1/2 / „ N 1/2

J4< yJL P4>2udx2j ^ y/2dx2j (4.46)

= {jL ^ZcLX2^j ' (4-47)

where (4.2) has been used to obtain (4.47) from (4.46). Since y/ = 0 and y/ 2 — 0
at x2 = 0 , h (0 < Xj < /), we have the Wirtinger-type inequality

ft V222 dx2>l2 L y/2 dx2, (4.48)

where
A2 > (3tt/2/z)4. (4.49)

On insertion of (4.48) in (4.47), and using p > m , we find that

/4 < (A2m)"'/2 ( I p(t?ndx2) ([_ PV2 22^2) (4-5°)

<2 '(A2m) 1/2 [ I PV,apV>apdx2) ' (4-51)
IL,

and so, by virtue of (4.1), we have

I,<2 \k2m) X/2[-E\z)]. (4.52)
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To obtain an upper bound for /5, we use the Holder inequality (4.34) with the
choice /= {PW^ap^,a(i)l~6/2 , g = (V2)'/2, P = (1 — <5/2)_1 , q = 2/S to get

h< JL Jl(V2)113 dx.
SI 2

(4.53)

Since y/ = 0 at the end points of L_, we have a one-dimensional Sobolev inequality

r ~\s
[ y/2,s dx2 < ,,,,,[ ys27cbCi, 0<S<\, (4.54)

J lz J w(l /d)JL; 'z

where a Sobolev constant co( l/d) can be found (see Appendix A) explicitly in terms
of S and h . Since ^ = 0 and (//-, = 0 at the end points of Lr, we also have a
Wirtinger-type inequality

f V,22 dx2>^J^ H/22dx2, (4.55)

where
A3 = 4 n2/h2. (4.56)

On using (4.55), (4.1), and p > m in (4.53) we deduce that

I5 < (^tom)~l/2[-E'(z)f~S)/2. (4.57)

To obtain an upper bound for I6 , we use (4.39) with the choice / = p\<f> u||^|,
1 /2g = p \4> n||v|, and a = /?, an arbitrary positive constant. Thus we find that

,t<H + (4.58)

«[-£'(!)]<P(\-S)J[+ W2- (4.59)

Now using (4.59), (4.57), and (4.52) in (4.44) we find that

[1 - (21 SK)X,2t <5( 1 -d)fi]Ji
1 —J 1 —<S 1/2Mi I2+Sr <2 K)<

P(1 -8)16
(X2m) l/1[-E'(z)]/2

On choosing

. I —<5 1/2,. , —1/2 r , n(3—(5)/2+ (2 A)' (X^com) [-E (z)] . (4.60)

p = [2(1 - <5)t' i5(2I SK)X'2] ' , (4.61)

we deduce from (4.60) the upper bound

7, < (A2m)_l/2[M1/2 + {2X~SK)X'28t{~S{2{\ - S)t]~S(2]~6K)l/2}{l~S),d][-E'(z)]

+ 2{2l~SK)U2{^(om)~l/2[-E\z)f~S)/2 . (4.62)
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Finally, on substitution from (4.62) and (4.43) in (4.20) we obtain

1 J' E(s)ds< CE{z) + DE(zf~d)l2

+ (^T-V C[-E\z)]+(-^-\'~ D[-E\z)f-S)/2

2

4^/ \4A,tO/ ,,27 v 3 / (4.63)

where the constants C and D are given by

C = 2(A,m)"1/2[Ml/2 + (21-(5AT)'/25tI-(5{2( 1 - <5)t 1 _<5(21 1/2}( 1 ~<5)/'5],

(4.64)
D = 4(21_<5/^)1/2(Qw)_1/2. (4.65)

The integro-differential inequality (4.63) will now be shown to be equivalent to
(4.10), whenever K / 0. The case when K = 0 in (4.3) will be treated separately.
For any positive function F(z) we have

= = f j ; (466)

and so, on using the inequality (4.38), we find

(4.67)

where kl > 0 is an arbitrary constant. Employing the inequality (4.67) with F
chosen to be E and —E in turn (with constant k-, > 0), we may write (4.63) as

k^E(z)+ j' E(s)ds2

< I 1 +S\ ° !
+ l 2 / fc(l-<5)/(l+<5) 3

+ D{\ S)klE2(z) +

E(z)

, . rv / ^ X 1/2 ^ 1

[-E'(z)]
VV/2C+(1+<5) ( Q V/2 D
UJ 2 \4^(oJ kQ-mi+i)

(4'68»
3

where k3 > 0 is an arbitrary constant. Let

1 - o= y~2~)v > (4-69)

= k]< ,4.70)
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where u > 0 is a constant. Then (4.68) can be written as

1 — crN

{/:
E(s) ds + vE{z)

D(\ - S) . 2, , , 2x,2,< ^(z) + " (z)] 1

+ {c+ + (L_^j£(z) (471)

+ J (Al.) 1/2 c + <I±*> ( -iU1/(1+5) D \ [_£'(,)]
+ \U2J 2 \AX,w) {V\f-S^+S)\ 1 ("■

We wish now to choose k{ and v in such a way that

a, \1/2r (i+a) ( n V/(1+<5) D 1
4Aj L+ 2 U3W

(1 + S)D i (1 -
2(^)

+ ' (4J2)

To simplify this inequality, we replace the unknown constants k{ and v by new
constants a and y? through the substitution

Then (4.72) becomes

D/k? mX+d)=aC, u = pC. (4.73)

'/2 n a\ / r> \ 1/(1+^)A, V/z | (l+<?) ( Q
4A2/ 2 \4A3W/ (^q2(1-<5)/(1+<5) J

>/?c{l + ^±^a+^-^/?}. (4.74)

We note that if K = 0 in (4.3), then (4.65) implies that D — 0 and so from (4.73)
we find a = 0. For K / 0, we observe that it is possible to satisfy (4.74) with the
equality sign (for some admissible positive /?) for given values of d, h , and for any
choice of the positive constant a . For simplicity, we shall choose a = 1 and choose
/? to satisfy

(4.75)

so that (4.74) is satisfied with strict inequality. Thus /? is the positive root of the
quadratic in (4.75) and is given as

2 V 1 -cr
3 + S\2 | 8 ( ky x 1/2'

(1 - o)C V4A

1/2'

(4.76)
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With this choice for /?, together with (4.73), we find that (4.71) yields the inequality

(1—<7)
2 {/: E(s) ds + fitCE(z)

< (§)" {E^ + e;CW>

4 , ' J f ' y • . I • "• f n 1
^ ,4A2/ 2 \4A3W/ q2(1-<5)/(1+<5) J

x {E(z) - fttCE'(z)} , (4.77)
which, in turn, leads to

H(z) < A[-H\z)] + B[-H\z)f , (4.78)
where

H(z) = E(z) + (PS)'' f E{s) ds , (4.79)
A_ 2 f /A, \'/2 | (1 +S) ( Q. \l,il+S) 1

(1 -o)P,\\U2J 2 \4 ^coj (^C)2(i-i)/(i+i) j '(480)

The differential inequality (4.78) for //(z) is equivalent to the integro-differential
inequality (4.10) for E(z), with y = (/^C)'1 .

Completing squares in (4.78) we find, for B / 0,

(-H1 + A/2B)2 > B~l(H + A2/4B), (4.82)

so that
-H'>B ]'2{{H + A2/4B)1'2 - A/{2Bl/2)}. (4.83)

On integration of (4.83) from 0 to z we obtain

rH(:) dt]LH(0) {rj + d2)l/2-d £l/2 ' (4-84)

where

The integral in (4.84) is readily evaluated to yield

d = A/{2Bl/1). (4.85)

2[{//(0) + d2}1'2 - {H(z) + d2}l/2] + 2d\n
{H(0) + d2}i/2 - d

> z/B'/2. (4.86)
{H(z) + d2}1'2-d

We now show how (4.86) leads to the desired exponential decay estimate (4.7).
The second term on the left-hand side of (4.86) may be dropped and then (4.86)
leads to

[H(z) + d2f2 -d < {//(0) + d2y2-d exp j//(0) + 2i/: j'/2 jd -z/2dB'e

(4.87)
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Multiplying both sides of (4.87) by [H(z) + d"]l/2 + d and observing that (4.79)
implies H{ z) < H(0), we deduce that

H(z) < H(0) exp[{//(0) + 2d2}l,2/d]e~z,2dB' (4.88)

By virtue of its definition in (4.79) we have H(z) > E(z) and so (4.88) yields

E(z) < K{e~2kz, 0 <z<l, (4.89)

where the estimated decay rate 2k is given by

2k = \/(2dBU2) = l/A, (4.90)

and A is given in (4.80). The multiplicative factor A", in (4.89) is

K{ = H{0) exp[{//(0) + d2}U2/d], (4.91)

where d is given by (4.85). This completes the derivation of the exponential decay
estimate (4.7) whenever the constant K in (4.3) is positive.

We remark here that there is an alternative way of proceeding from (4.86) to arrive
at an estimate of the form (4.89). In this alternative result, the multiplicative factor
preceding the exponential is smaller than (4.91) but the estimated decay rate is also
smaller than (4.90) and depends on the quantity H(0). To derive this alternative
result, we first observe that for b > a > 1 ,

Setting
b = {H(0) + d2}[,2/d, a = {H(z) + d2}l,2/d (4.93)

in (4.92), we obtain

{H( 0) + d2}'/2 - {H(z) + d2}1'2 < {[H( 0) + /]'/2 - d} In ( \^) + Vjp~d. )
{[H(z) + d-y>1 -d J

(4.94)
Using (4.94) in (4.86) leads to

\ [H(z) + d-)x'2 - d I 2Bl/'[H (0) + d'f2

which we write as

[H{z) + d2]1'2 - d < {[//(0) + d2f2 - d)e-*/""WW- . (4.96)

Multiplying both sides of (4.96) by [H(z) + d~]^~ + d and recalling that H(z) <
H(0), we deduce that

H(z) < H(0)e~:/2B"~[H{0)+d~]l/~. (4.97)

Since H(z) > E(z), we thus obtain from (4.97) the result

E(z) < H(0)e~:/2B> ~["l0)+d~]"~, 0 < r < /. (4.98)
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On comparing (4.98) with (4.89), we see that the multiplicative factor preceding
the exponential in the former is smaller but the estimated decay rate in (4.98) is
also smaller than that of (4.89) and depends on H(0). For these reasons, we shall
henceforth confine our attention to the result (4.89).

It remains to consider the case when K — 0 in (4.3). In this case we find from
(4.64), (4.65) that

C = 2(11)"I/2(M/w)1/2, D = 0. (4.99)

Thus (4.63) can be written as

£'<z»+ (x)'"2 ^"sr I'E{s) * s (x)'"! £(z)' (4-l00)
It is convenient to rewrite (4.100) as

/»/
E\z) + 4k2J E(s)ds <4K2aE(z), (4.101)

where

-M?) <«■«»>
To integrate (4.101), it is convenient to introduce the notation

G(z) = E(s) ds (4.104)

so that
G'(z) = —E(z), G"(z) = -E\z). (4.105)

Thus we write (4.101) as

G" - 4K2aG\z) - 4k2G(z) = (d/dz - a){d/dz + fi)G > 0, (4.106)

where the positive constants a and /? are given by

a = 2k xa + \/ K2a2 + 1

p = 2 K -Ka + V K2a2 + 1

(4.107)

(4.108)

Integrating (4.106) with respect to z from z = 0 to z = / and noting that G(l) = 0
and G'{1) = 0, we obtain

G'(z) + 0G(z) < 0, 0 < z < /. (4.109)

On rewriting (4.106) in the form

{d/dz + P)(d/dz - a)G > 0 (4.110)
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and integrating from 0 to z, we find that

-G\z) + aG(z) < [-G'(O) + aG{0)]e~h

< (1 +alp)[-G\0)]e~Pz , 0 < z < /, (4.111)

where the last inequality in (4.111) has been obtained on using (4.109) at z — 0. By
virtue of (4.104), (4.105) we may write (4.111) as

<■
E(z)+a I E(s)ds < (1 +a/p)E(0)e (4.112)

which implies that

E(z) < (1 + a/p)E{0)e~*z, 0 <z<l, (4.113)

where a and /? are given by (4.107) and (4.108) respectively. The result (4.113) is
equivalent to (4.7) where

K, a .22 . xl/2-,2i i " 1 f , L L nlprr = l + — = l + {Ka + (k a + l) }e(0) fi
3{M/m)l/4 \9{M/m)i/2 11/2

1+ [2(1 -<t)]1/2 + 2(1-a) + 1

2

(4.114)

2k = p = 2k{(k2a2 + l)1^2 - Ka}

n / 3 \ / m \ '/4 / 1 - a N '^2
" h UJ VM/

9(M/m)1'2
2(1-a) +

1/2 3 (M/m)1/4
[2(1 -<7)]1/2 f '

(4.115)
This completes the derivation of the decay estimate (4.7) when the constant K in
(4.3) is zero.

5. Discussion. It is instructive to examine the decay estimate for the particular
case when

p=\+q2 (q2 = (t> af}). (5.1)

As we have pointed out at the beginning of Sec. 4, we may take

m = 1, M= 1, K=l, 5 = \, er = 0 (5.2)

in this case. Thus the constants C and D given by (4.64) and (4.65) respectively
are

C = 2i/2(2i/2 + i)h/n, (5.3)
D = 29/4(Q)_i/2, (5.4)

where
Q = Q(2) (5.5)
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is the Sobolev constant appearing in the inequality (4.36). It is shown in Appendix
A that an admissible choice for £2(2) is

£2(2) = ;i/h, (5.6)

so that D in (5.4) may be written as

D = 29'4 (-V'2. (5.7)

With C given by (5.3), we find from (4.76), with 6 = j , a — 0, and A, , given
by (4.30), (4.49) respectively, that

K-\
49 in

+4 q c?'/29(2 ' + t)

1/2

(5.8)

It is also shown in Appendix A that an admissible choice for the constant oj(2)
i
2in the Sobolev inequality (4.54) when <5 = 4 is

u)( 2) = n/h^1". (5.9)

Thus from (4.80) we find that

Similarly, from (4.81) we get

B = 2?^(2I/2 + r)"2. (5.11)

The estimated decay rate given by (4.90) can be written explicitly as

where is given in (5.8). Thus, for the material (5.1), we have the decay estimate
(4.7). with decay rate k given by (5.12).

It can be readily verified from (5.12), (5.8) that k = k*(r)/h is a decreasing
function of i as t increases, and that k(z) ^0 as t —> oc. Thus the results
predict a progressively slower decay of end effects with increasing load level for the
material (5.1). An analogous result was obtained, in the context of antiplane shear
deformations, in [1, 26] for power-law materials which are hardening in shear. For
the special case of self-equilibrated end loading where r = 0, we obtain from (4.2)
that y/ = (p. In this case, we find from (5.12), (5.8) that the estimated decay rate is

k = 0.0535///. (5.13)

For general materials for which (4.3) and (4.5) hold, the estimated decay rate is

k = \/2A, (5.14)
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where A is given by (4.80). The expression on the right-hand side of (4.80) involves
the constant C, given by (4.64), and given by (4.76). It can be shown that as
t —> oo, k(t) —> 0, again predicting no attenuation of end effects in this limit.

It should be noted that, while the estimated decay rate k given by (5.14) for
general materials depends on the load level t, in the special case when K — 0 in
(4.3) so that p is a bounded function of its arguments, k is independent of t . This
can be seen immediately from the explicit result for k given in (4.115).

6. Some extensions. We present here a sketch of some possible extensions. The
first treats the same physical problem but with an assumption on p which is different
from (4.3), and the second retains assumption (4.3), but considers instead of the
tension problem the case in which the rectangle is subjected to a uniform shear on the
long sides and on the far end. We do not investigate the shear problem under the new
assumptions on p but we anticipate no difficulty in carrying through the required
analysis in this case. Finally, an extension to some other boundary conditions is
outlined.

We note that the analysis of the previous sections could not be applied if p were,
for instance, of the form

p = (\+q2)~a, 0 < a < 5 , (6.1)

since for such a p we could not determine a positive constant m in assumption
(4.3). In [28, 29] the authors showed that similar decay results could be obtained
in related second-order problems regardless of whether a hypothesis of type (4.3) is
imposed on p or imposed on p~x . Following this idea we now show that, for the
fourth-order problem of concern here, if instead of (4.3) we impose the hypothesis

0 < ffl, < p~% < Mx +Kl(pq1)l~S , 0<S< \ (m, >0, > 0, K{ > 0),
(6.2)

it is possible to again arrive at an inequality of the form (4.68) with, however, some-
what different constants. Then following the subsequent steps in Sec. 4 we would
obtain the desired exponential decay. Before proceeding we remark that (6.1) satisfies
(6.2) with m, = Ml = Kx = 1 and 8 = (1 - 2a)/(l - a).

The proof of our result under hypothesis (6.2) follows precisely the same lines
as the proof using assumption (4.3) up to and including (4.20), but now instead of
(4.21) we use the bound

1/2 1 I Y _nY I ■ (6-3)*1

We have used the left-hand inequality of (6.2) and the fact that (p 1<t = ¥ ia > as
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follows from (4.2). Now

/ V aV adA = ~ VV {dx2 - / y/y 2„dA
jr. ' ' ■' l. ' Jr.

~\L w2^L +{IR p~VdAL
jp yt ay/ adAV2,^2| -H V^2 | {jRP XW2dASjE{z<

(6.4)

where p (> n/h) is the first (Stekloff) eigenvalue for the problem (cf. [26, Appendix
B])

Ay/ = 0 on Rz, y/(x], 0) = y/(x1, h) = 0, z < x{ < I,
yy ,(z, x-,) + py/(z, x2) = 0, 0 <x2<h. (6.5)

To obtain the last inequality in (6.4), we have also used y/ yj (i^ > y/ aay/ ^^g/2.
To complete the bound for fR y/ ny a dA we thus need to bound the two quantities

fL y/2{ dx2 and fR p~X y/2 dA . Proceeding as in [28], using a change of variable in
the cross-section, we have

-.2 , r>2f 2 B f B /
/ ¥ | dx2 < 2 / PV XbV \fidx2 < — (-£'(z)),

Jl. ' 7i~ Jl_ n
(6.6)

where

B(z) = J p dx^.

Thus, on using (6.2) we find

I [M. + K.(p(q2)q2)[~S]dx1

<

L
[ t XI 1 —<5 r, r , 2, .1-5 2,l-<5„ l-j, ,JLiM\+ 2 Kt[p(q +(2t) a, /? } <aLv2

<[A/. +(2r2)' ^]/' + 2' '^.^[-^'(z)]1 *, (6.7)

where the second inequality has been obtained using (4.24) and the final inequality
follows on using Holder's inequality. Combining (6.6) and (6.7) we find

u 11/2 1
V2Adx 2 <-{Ax[-E\z)]"2+ A2[-E\z)f~S)l2} (6.8)

with the obvious definitions of the constants At and A2 .
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To bound p~' y/2 dA we use (6.2) to write

[ p~ly/2dA< I [M{ + K{(pq2)l~S]y/" dA
Jr. jrz

< J [Ml+2l-dKx{pv ap¥ J-d + {2T2)X-dKy-d]¥2dA

< [M, + (2t2)X~8K^mx)~(X~d])h2n~2 [ V aV a<
JR. '

[ y,2/SdA
J R

dA

+ 21 SKx[E{z)]X S

<{A3 + 2l SK{Q. \\I8)[E(z)]X~S} f VaVadA.
JR. '

(6.9)

where the definition of A} is clear. We have used (4.24), Holder's inequality, a
version of (4.29), and the Sobolev inequality (4.36) with Sobolev constant Q(l/5).

We now insert (6.9) and (6.8) into (6.4) and solve to obtain

j|R V,aV,adA^ <[B, + B2t2(1-S)][-E\z)]112 + B3[-E'(z)f-2m

+ [Ba + B5Tl~d][E(z)f2 + Be[E(z)f~S)l2 (6.10)
for computable Bt . Note that the B: are independent of t. Thus (6.10) and (6.3)
provide a bound for J2 in terms of E(z) and E\z).

To bound the Jx in (4.20) we note that
\ 1/2

[-£,(z)i"2 [L< m l/2[-£-'(z)]l/2 ( I y/2 dx2

1/2
x-l/2r '1<{m.p) '[-E{z)]'~[ y/ w dA] , (6.11)

where p > n/h is again the first Stekloff eigenvalue for the rectangle. Using (6.10)
we obtain the desired bound for J, .

We next insert the bounds for Ji and 2 J2 into (4.20) and after simplification
obtain

(1 - a)j'_E{s)ds< {m;l,2[E(z)]l/2 + (m1p)_,/2[-£,(z)],/2}

•{[5, +B2z2^d)][-E'(z)f2 + Bi[-E\z)f-2S)'2 {6A2)
+ [B4 + B5T{i~S)]El/2(z) + B6[E(z)f~S)/2}.

If we now make use of arguments analogous to (4.67) (for different exponents) we
can find computable constants C( > 0 such that

(4^) / E{S) * ~ [C' + C2t21I_<5) + C/~S]{E(Z) + C4[-E'(z)]}

+ C.E(z)2 + CA-E\z)f , (6.13)
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which leads directly to an inequality of the form (4.68).
From the way in which t comes into the inequality (6.13) it can be seen that the

decay constant k = k*(r)/h in the final estimate (4.7) is again a decreasing function
of t as t increases and that k(t) —► 0 as r —> oo .

The second extension we consider is that of a shear loading problem rather than
the tensile load problem formulated in Sees. 2 and 3. Thus the boundary conditions
(2.1)—(2.3) are replaced by

t12(Xj , 0) = —r, t22(x,,0) = 0, t12(x, , h) = —r, r22(xl,h) = 0,

0 <xx<l, (6.14)

Tj j (/, x2) = 0, t p(/,x2) = —t , 0 <x2<h, (6.15)
Tn(0, X2) = f(x2), T12(0 ,x2)=g{x2), 0 <x2<h, (6.16)

where the given constant t is nonnegative. Here / and g are prescribed functions,
continuous on [0, h] and satisfy

g(0) = g(h) = -r, (6.17)
rh rh

/ f(x2)dx1 = 0, / x2f(x2)dx2 = 0, (6.18)
Jo ' J o

/̂0

h
g{x2) dx2 = -rh. (6.19)

If g{x2) were constant on [0, /;] (and thus by (6.19), g = -t) , and / = 0 on
[0, h], then the state of uniform shear

Tn=0, r22 = 0, tj2 = —t on R (6.20)
would again be a possible equilibrium solution, with corresponding Airy stress func-
tion

<t> = tx,x2. (6.21)
Thus, when g / constant, we are interested in the spatial evolution of the stresses
to the uniform state (6.20).

On integrating the boundary conditions (6.14)—(6.16) twice, we arrive at the final
boundary-value problem for (f> analogous to that of Sec. 3. Thus we are concerned
with solutions of (3.1) subject to the boundary conditions

(j>(X,, 0) = 0, </> 2(x,, 0) = rx,, 0 < x, < / , (6.22)
(f>(Xy, h) = t/zXj , ((> 2(x, , h) = tx,, 0 < x, < /, (6.23)
</>(/, x2) = t/x2 , (j) ,(/,x2) = tx2, 0 < x2 < h , (6.24)

cf>(0 ,x2) = F(x2), <f> x{ 0,x2) =G(x2), 0 <x2<h. (6.25)
Here the functions F and (7 are again given by (2.29) in terms of the / and g of
(6.16) and satisfy

F(0) = 0, F(h) = 0, f'(0) = 0, F'{h) = 0, (6.26)
G(0) = 0, G{h) = rh. (6.27)
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As in Sec. 4, we now define a quadratic functional E(z) by (4.1), where \f/ is
defined by

, x2) = 4>{xl, x2) - , x2), v = tx1x2, (6.28)

and seek to establish a decay estimate of the form (4.7). We assume that p satisfies
the hypotheses (4.3), (4.5). It turns out that we also require an additional assumption
of the form (4.5), namely that for a fixed value of the argument 5 and for arbitrary
values of t

Ip(s2) - p(t2)\\s + t\ < c[p(s2) + P{t2)]\s - t\ (6.29)

for some nonnegative constant c. We note that when p = 1 + q", we may choose
c = 2 in (6.29).

An estimate of the form (4.7) for the present problem again follows from an
integro-differential inequality of the form (4.63). To establish the differential in-
equality, we find on using the divergence theorem and (6.22)-(6.24), that (4.11) still
holds. As in proceeding from (4.11) to (4.17), we find here that

E{z)(l -a)/2< - [ [p(q2)4> ia-p{i~)v la\V adx2
Jlz

+ [p(q2)<l>tlf-p(t2)v xp\ py/dx2. (6.30)

The difference between (6.30) and (4.17) is due to the fact that here v = f(jc,, x2)
(see (6.28)) while in Sec. 4, v = v(x2) (see (4.13)). An integration of (6.30) now
leads to

(1 2 f7) j E(s)ds< ~ fL [P(q2)<t>, ii ~ P{t2)v u]<y dx2

\ [P(l2)4> P(?2)v la]y adA, (6.31)-2

where the divergence theorem and the boundary conditions (6.22)—(6.24) have also
been used. The right-hand side of (6.31) is now written as

~ p(q2)y/uiycbc1- [p{q2) - p{x2)][<j) Xa +v ]yt adA
Jlz ' Jrz

-[ [Piq2) + P^2)M la - v j ]</ dA, (6.32)
Jr.

and thus we find

(1 - a) f E(s)ds < — f p{q2)V ny/dx, + f \p(q2) - p{x~)\\q + t||^ n|
Jz Jl_ ' J R_

dA

L[P{Q2) + P(-c2)]V ,nV ndA , (6.33)
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which leads to

J E(s) ds < - J:i-o) r \ i „ f / 2, ,/>(<7 )yy yj dx2

+ c f [p(Q2) + p(r2)]W n/syy a/i]]/2[ify S/2dA
J R_

+ f [p{Q2) + P{*2)][V,apV^/2W,yvJ/2dA, (6.34)
jr2

where (6.29) and (4.15) have been used to obtain the final inequality in (6.34). Thus
we deduce from (6.34) that

(1 -o)
2

where
rE(s) ds < J. + (c + \)T, (6.35)

T = [ [/>(<72) + P(T2)](^ a/,!f,^)1/2(V yy/ Y)l/2dA, (6.36)

and J, is exactly as defined in (4.20). Comparing (4.20) and (6.35), we see that
(c + 1)7 in (6.35) plays the role of 2X, in (4.20). For J] we use the bound (4.62)
and so to complete the derivation of an inequality of the form (4.63) it remains to
obtain an upper bound for 7. The structure of 7 is similar to that of J-, defined
in (4.20). Proceeding as in Sec. 4, it can be shown that 7 satisfies an inequality of
the form (4.43), namely

T <ClE(z) + C2[E(z)f~S]/2 (6.37)

for some constants C, and C2. Thus, on using (4.62) and (6.37) in (6.35) one
arrives at the desired inequality of the form (4.63), from which one can proceed
formally as in Sec. 4 to establish a final decay estimate of the form (4.7) for the
shear problem.

We have also developed the method to handle some other boundary conditions.
For instance, we may consider the case in which the long sides of the rectangle are
subjected to a uniform tensile traction r > 0, and the far end is traction free. The
mathematical problem is quite similar to that of the shear problem. The solution
corresponding to a traction-free near end is given by the particular solution

<t> = xx]l 2 (6.38)
of (2.14). For nonzero (but necessarily self-equilibrated end tractions) we are again
concerned with the decay of E(z), where y/ = <p - v , v — rx, /2 , and 0 satisfies
(2.14), while y/ satisfies

, 0) = v 2(x:, 0) = y/{xx, h) = y/ 2(x,, h) = 0, 0 <*,</,
;//(/, x2) — yj j (/, x2) = 0, 0 <x2<h.

The derivation of the bound for j'l_E(s)ds in this case proceeds as in the shear
problem as far as (6.31). However, now v n / 0. If we handle the line integral in
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(6.31) in the same way in which we treated the area integral for the shear problem
we arrive at (6.35), but now the term is replaced by given by

1 , .. f . 2. , 2,-.r ,1/2.•/, = ^c + 1) IP{Q2) + P(.?2)]W>apVtap\XI2W\dx2. (6.40)

The decay estimate now follows as before.
More generally if v(Xj, x2) is any solution of (2.14) and <j>(xx , x2) is any other

solution of (2.14) satisfying the same Dirichlet boundary conditions as v on the long
sides and far end of the rectangle, then the arguments of this paper may be modified
to show that (j> — v decays exponentially in energy norm as x, increases. Letting

y/ — (f) — v (6.41)
we are faced with two cases. In the first case if v = v(x2) then the results of Sec. 4
carry through directly with the r which appears in the definition of the constants C
and D replaced by max0<x <h \v"\. It is also understood that in the definition (4.1)

of E, p(t2) is really p{{v")2). Note that the hypothesis (6.29) is not required. On
the other hand if v - v(xt , x2), then following the steps already described in this
section one arrives at

U ~ g
2 J E(s) ds < (c+\)[J{ + T], (6.42)

~ 2
where /, is given by (6.40) and T by (6.36) (with p(r~) given by p(v apv a,j)

and the x which appears in the resulting constants replaced by max^ff a/jv a/?]'/2) •
Again the desired decay estimate then follows from the arguments of Sec. 4.

Appendix A. The Sobolev inequalities (4.36) and (4.54). Sobolev inequalities of the
form (4.36) are well known for very general domains provided that if/ has compact
support. In our problem (// does not vanish on L_. For this reason and since we
wish to obtain an explicit bound for the constant Q(1/<J) appearing in (4.36), it is
convenient to appeal to a direct proof of (4.36) for the rectangular domain R_ of
concern here. Similar issues were considered in [41], In what follows for simplicity
we present a derivation of the scalar version of (4.36). The same arguments for
vector functions would yield (4.36) with the same value for the Sobolev constant.

For sufficiently smooth functions v(xt , x2) that vanish on the lateral sides and
on the end z = / of , it is shown in Appendix A of [41] (see Eqs. (A. 16) of [41])
that

\v\2/S dA < -^ ( I M2(l~S)IS dA II I v v dA 1 (A.l;L
for 0 < S < 1 . Suppose first that 6<\ . The first integral on the right in (A.l) may
be written as

L (A.2)

/ \ (1 -2<5)/(l—<S) / x <5/(1-.5)

< IJ \v\2/SdAj [JRV2dA) , (A.3)
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where Holder's inequality has been used to obtain (A.3). Thus, for 0 < 8 < 1/2, we
find from (A. 1) and (A.3) that

(/.

\ (5/(1—<5) , N<5/(l-<5)

v\2/S dA J < —r If v21
R. / ~ 482 \Jr, / \Jr.

JRv2(iAJ yfRv,av,adAY (A-4)
Since v(xl, x2) = 0 at the end points of L_, we have, by Wirtinger's inequality,

[ v22dx2>^j[ v2dx2, 0 <z<l, (A.5)
JL_ ' " h~ JL,

so that

[ v2dA<~ [
Jr_ n Jr

Using (A.6) in (A.4) we find that

v v dA. (A.6), a , a v '

(A.7)

or equivalently

(/,

6 ■ - IS / \ 26
wlj'dA) £(i) (*) Lv-"v'dA- o<^5- <a8)

Thus we obtain the Sobolev inequality (4.36), with Sobolev constant Q(1/<J) given
by

n(l/d) = (4S2)i~S(7i/hf, 0<<5<i. (A.9)

In particular, for S = j , we have

Q(2) = n/h. (A. 10)
When i < 8 < 1 , we use Schwarz's inequality to obtain

/ x 1/2 / X 1/2

J |w|2/6 dA < (J v2 dAj (J \vy~~d)l5 dAj . (A.11)

Employing (A.7) with 8 replaced by 8/(2 - 3) to bound the second integral on the
right in (A. 11), we find from (A. 11) that

2 x 2(1 -6)/6 2 / \ (2-6)/61 l'2r ( r \1/2rCo ,2L.^{is«) {^} v v dA,ct , a'R.

2 > C-<5)/<5 ,2 / , \ '/<?(2 — 8) I h
4<S — (/ v,*v,

71 \JR.
< { .,2 t —I / V.«V.„dA I ' (A-12)

where (A.6) has been used to obtain the last inequality in (A. 12). The inequality
(A. 12) may be written as

716 V f2-8\1({~S) fh\2S f 112IS J A \ ^ I I " \ / J A 1
(/,

\vf"dA\ < m (:)7.*«<•• ->
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Thus we obtain the Sobolev inequality (4.36) with Sobolev constant £2(1/5) given

The one-dimensional Sobolev inequality (4.54) for functions yj which vanish at
the end points of Lt is also well known. The optimal Sobolev constant <w(l/5) ap-
pearing in (4.54) can be characterized as an eigenvalue using a variational approach.
For simplicity here, we merely record admissible values for co(l/3), which are not
optimal, except in the trivial case when <5=1. Thus, starting from the inequality

W\X,S<Y5 I W\(X~d)ISWJdx2, (A. 15)

and using Schwarz's inequality, it is readily shown that (4.54) holds with constants

«(j) =(4S2)l~S7i2d/hi+S , 0 <S<^, (A. 16)

/ 1 \ / 23 \2(l S) 26 l+<5 1 . ...
" >h ' 2 < (A'7)

In particular, when 3 = 7 , we obtain from (A. 16)

<u(2) = n/hy2. (A.18)

Appendix B. An upper bound for A', . The decay estimate (4.7), or equivalently
(4.89), has a multiplicative factor K{ = A, (EQ, m , M, K , 3 , a), where EQ = E(0)
is the total weighted energy contained in the rectangle R = RQ. When the constant
K in (4.3) is zero, KJE(0) is given explicitly by (4.114) in terms of m, M, and
the function a appearing in (4.5) and so, in this case, A'j is a multiple of E(0).
When K / 0 , K{ is given by (4.91). To obtain an upper bound for A", in this case,
we require an upper bound for the quantity H(0), which is given from (4.79) as

H(0) = E(0) + (ptC) ' ['E(s)ds. (B.l)
J 0

Thus in both cases we seek upper bounds for E(0) (as well as for j'QE(s)ds when
A ^ 0) in terms of the geometry and boundary data. Bounds of this type for £(0)
for second-order problems have been discussed in our previous work [28] (see also
[2]).

We begin with the inequality (4.19) evaluated at 2 = 0, which reads

^ , g) / E(s)ds < - f p(q2)cp U(F -v)dx, - 2 f p(q2)(fr t ndA = /, + I2,
1 Jo J L0 ' J R

(B.2)
where we have used the fact that y/ = <j> - v and the boundary condition (3.6), .
Our first objective is to obtain an upper bound for $lQE(s)ds in terms of E(0).
Subsequently we will establish an upper bound for £(0).
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From its definition in (B.2), we have

I2< 2/p(q2M (B.3)J R

= 2 J p{q2)(y/ ̂ <1/ ip)l/2{i//yW<Y)l/2 dA = 21*. (B.4)

On comparing (B.4) with (4.20), it is clear that the integral I* is identical to the
integral /, = J2{z) evaluated at z = 0. Thus, from (4.43) evaluated at z = 0 and
(B.4) we obtain the upper bound

I2 < 21* < 2(A1m)"1/2[M1/2 + 2^SK]/23t[~S{2(\ - <5)t1~<521_<V/2}(1~<5)/<5]£(0)

+ 4(21_'5)A:1/2(Qm)~1/2£(0)(3~'5)/2, (B.5)

= CE{0) + DE(0f~d)/2, (B.6)

where C and D are defined in (4.64) and (4.65) respectively.
To obtain an upper bound for the integral /, defined in (B.2) we introduce the

function
w(x,, x2) = x,(F - v){e~ax< - e~al)2/{\ - e'"1)2, (B.7)

where a > 0 is an arbitrary constant. Assuming that the function F(x2) appearing
in the boundary condition (3.6) is sufficiently smooth so that

J T7 J

F{x2) = v(x2), = atx2 = 0 ,h, (B.8)

it can be readily verified that w as defined in (B.7) satisfies the boundary conditions

w = 0 on OR , (B.9)
w^-0 on x2 = 0, h (0 < x, < /), (B.10)

w ! = 0 on x{ = I, w x = F - v on jc, = 0 (0 < x2 < h). (B. 11)

On using the divergence theorem and the boundary conditions (B.9)-(B.l 1), it is
easily shown that /, can be written as

/, = JRp(q2)<P3aftw afidA = afi + rda2Sp2)w afjdA, (B.12)

which yields by Schwarz's inequality

/, < {£(0)}1/2 |^/>(<72)w apwaljdA J +xj p(q2)\w 22\dA. (B.13)

We see then that to complete the bound for I{ we require bounds for two integrals
of the form JR p(q2)P2 dA , where P is a known quantity. We observe that

S= f p(q2)P2 dA < [ pW2[M + K(pq2){~S]l/2P2 dA
J R J R

<MX/2 J^pl/2P2dA + Kl/2 J pl"S,2{q2)(l'S),2P2 dA, (B.14)
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where we have made use of assumption (4.3). Employing Schwarz's inequality and
(4.24) we thus obtain

5 < m"2s"2 U P^a]"2 + 2»-'>'V2 f p'-"2(VJ'~wp-dA

+ (2 /' „<-mp2iA (R15)
JR

An application of (4.34) in the second and third terms with appropriate choices for
/, g, p , and q now leads to

1/2 t r U+<5)/2
( P2 dAj + 2^K^E(0f-S)/2 {J pWWpWW *

+ {2r2f-VI2 k^s'-6'1 r 2 V2LpdA) ■
< M"V'2 { j P2 Ja\"2 + 2l'-i"2K,/2(E(0»"-'»!s"2 { f P2" dAp

, (2t2)" '"'2k':2S'" 'i:/: (j l-'Jl j ' . (B. 16)

Factoring out S1/2 we find

S1/2 < M1/2 {J/-Ja] +2"-i>'2K,'2tE{0)f-"'2U P2"dA\

+ (2tY-"I2K"2S"'"12 (l/dA)"1

<M"2U P2dA\' +2«-m2K"2{E(0)f-s>12 U Pv* dA\

LP2 dA
l/2>

, (B.17)
v. y\

where we have used (4.38) in the final step. Here y, is a positive constant at our
disposal. If we choose

yl = \{(2x2f~S)/2Kx/2{\ -<5)}_1 (B.18)

and solve for Sl/2 we obtain

SV1 <2{Ml/2+ {2T2f~5)/2KXI28[2{2T2f~S)l2KXI2{\-8)f~d)IS}\ [ P2 dA

<5/2
R

+ 2l'-'><2K'l2{Em"-','2U P2"dA

= C, {/ p2 JaY + C2{E(0)f~'y2 tj P2" dA^' , (B.I9)
where

rl/2 , ^^2x(l-S)/2^l/2Arl/1J^(l-S)/2^l/2n _ jjm(l-S)/S

(B.20)
C, = 2{M + (2t ) a (5[2(2r ) a (1 - J)]}
C2 = 2(i-S),2K112.
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Using the choices for P~ suggested by the right-hand side of (B.13) and inserting
(B.19) back into (B.13) we conclude that

/, <{£(0)}1/2 C,

+ T C,

[ W,afiW,cfldA] +C2[E(0)](1 8)l2\l {W aj}W ap)XIS dAJ R J UR

1/2 r . c /-v \ 2

[ \w 22\dA + C?[£(0)](l~<5)/2 f \wn\l/SdA
J R ' 1 ' J R

s/r

b.2 i:

Combining (B.6) and (B.21) and inserting into (B.2) we now arrive at the estimate

(I-a) [<[ E(s)ds
Jo

fRW,aPW,afldA +C2[£(0)]"-<5)/2 j{WapWnp)

_ J /2 r- C /-» \ 2

[ | w 2,| dA +C1[E(0)f~S)'2 f
.Jr J " Ur

<{E(0)}i/2 C, l/«5
dir

+ T C, \w dA
' R

+ CE(0) + ^[^(O)]13 S)'2. (B.22)

Inequality (B.22) is the desired bound for J0/£,(^)<is in terms of E{0). Once we
have obtained an explicit bound for £(0) in terms of data we will then have the
required bound for H{0) in the case K ^ 0. We now derive the bound for £(0).

From (4.17) (with z — 0) we observe that if we introduce an auxiliary function

w*(xI ,x2)= < F - I*22 + x.

-bx. -hi
e 1 - e

\-e~hl

we may equivalently write

(1 - a)

G - tx2 + 2b (f- (1 -e hl) 1

£(0)< f p{q2)<t> npw*apdA.
J R

(B.23)

(B.24)

provided F and G are sufficiently smooth and vanish appropriately on a% = 0,
x, = h . Here b is a positive constant at our disposal. To see this we note that w*
satisfies

w*(0, x2) = y/(0, x2), u>*,(0, x2) = i// , (0, x2) (0 < x2 < h)

w*,w*t = 0 on x, = 0, /; (0<x,</), (B.25)

w*(l, x2) = w*,(/, x2) = 0 (0 < x, < h).

Since the right-hand side of (B.24) is of precisely the same form as /. (see (B. 12))
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with w replaced by w*, it follows immediately from (B.21) that

^-^£(0) < {£(0)}1/2 jc, {S^w^dA]'1

r r T5/2"!
JR(W*afiW*ali)l/S dA |

-| 1/2 r s \ 2

f \w*22\ dA ~ + C,[E(0)fl-S)/2 [ \w*22\
_Jr J " Ur

+ r C,

+ C2[£(0)](1 5)/1

"*dA

= [e,(w*)],/2[£(0)]1/2 + [Q2(w*)]S,2[E(0)]'-SI2

+ Q4(w) + [G5(^)]<1+<5)/2[£(0)](1-'5)/2 + [Q6(w*)]S[E(0)]l~S ,

(B.26)
with the obvious definitions of the Qt's. Repeated use of (4.39) in the last expression
in (B.26) leads to

1 - y3 (i - f) - y, (^) -h(i -*)}E( 0)

- 2y2®i^W ^ ̂  ? y(2~S)/S®2^W ^ + ^+2 y('-<5)/(1+'5)

+ -n=m<u^) (B-27)
^5

for appropriate choices of the y. 's. For instance the choice
1 - a (1 - a) 1 - a 1 - a ,D10,

yi- 16 ' 3'3"8(2-S)' 74~8(1-J)' 7s — 16(1 - <5) ( *

leads to

8(1 -5)1 - S+ — 1 - a

Q2{w*) + Q4(w )

(1 -S)/3J16(l-<5)Q5(u; ) + <$ Q,(w

(B.29)
which is the desired explicit bound for £(0) in the case A' / 0. The insertion of
(B.29) into (B.22) yields an explicit bound for /0' E(s) ds and the combination of the
two gives finally the desired bound for H(0) in the case K / 0.

When the constant K in (4.3) is zero, i.e., when p is not only bounded away
from zero, but also bounded above, we can read off the results from our previous
computations. As was marked at the beginning of Appendix B, the decay estimate
(4.13) for E(z) is explicit in this case once we have a bound for £(0). Making use
of the fact that the bound for (1 - a)E{0)/2 in (B.24) has the same form as /, in
(B.12) with w replaced by w*, and using (B.21) (with K = 0 so that by (B.20)
C, - 2M1/2, C2 = 0) we find

~ a)E(0) < 2M1/2 ( [ w*afiw*nfidA\ ' {£(0)}'/2+ 4A/T f \w*22\dA. (B.30)
R
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An application of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the first term on the
right now leads to

^-^£(0) <4Af /" w*a/jw*afjdA + t f \w*22\dA\. (B.31)

The insertion of (B.31) into (4.113) then yields an explicit decay inequality in the
case K = 0 .

We remark that the constants a and b, introduced in (B.7) and (B.23) respec-
tively, are still arbitrary. Ideally, one would like to choose these constants to minimize
the bounds on E(0) (when K = 0) and on H(0) (when K ± 0). However, any
choice for a, b (> 0) will yield explicit bounds on these quantities.
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